I want to report a concerning problem at Kunia Loa Ridge Farmlands. This project was intended to promote small farming activities and to preserve agricultural land. But, investors used this project as a way to turn this agricultural land as an area of residential development and storage of large industrial machinery such as Semi trucks, Garbage trucks, large excavating machines and cranes not related to farming. Currently there are 1 to 2 story structures that are built as homes that have 2 to 4 bedrooms and 1 to 2 bathrooms. This problem must be investigated and reported before more illegal homes are built. There are also illegal unpermitted in ground cesspools for these homes. Storage of large excavating machines, unregistered abandoned vehicles and semi trucks stored by construction business and landscapers cause a health concern due to leaking oil into our soil. I raise horses and other livestock and its is not healthy for them. Landscaping companies and construction companies use this place as dumping grounds for wastes and construction materials debris. The City and County of Honolulu and Dept. of Agriculture should be notified about this problem.

Cleve Tadia

Thank you.